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a recent ceremony,
Wenzhou-Kean University officially introduced
the design of the new
Ge Hekai Hall building,
donated by a generous
grant by the DaFa Land
Company (Shanghai).
The design of the
new building was developed through a joint
effort by Moore Ruble
Yudell Architects & Plan- An interior perspective of the new building
ners and the Tongji Architectural
Design were successfully made, tors Mr. Wang Beijiao,
Group before Zhongtian and the construction WKU Executive Vice
Group, a special-grade started on November Chancellor Mr. Philip
construction company 21.
Connelly, Vice Chancelin China, won the EPC
The groundbreaking lor for Academic Affairs
tender of this project in ceremony of Ge Hekai Dr. Holger Henke, and
October. With the sup- Hall was held in the numerous other leaderport of the university presence of WKU Chair- ship members who
leadership, all the con- man of Board of Direcstruction preparations
cont.’d on p.2

WKU students at Bioinformatics Conference
On

November 13-16,
the IEEE International
Conference on Bioinformatics and Biomedicine
(BIBM) was held in Kansas City, Missouri. Lu Lu
and Hu Sunhao, two
senior computer science Lu Lu (l.) and Hu Sunhao

students from Wenzhou
- Kean University participated in the conference
and presented their research – “The Recommender System for a
Cloud-Based Electronic
cont.’d on p.4
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“Design is
not just
what it
looks and
feels like.
Design is
how it
works.”
Steve Jobs
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a great legacy for the future generations.
Following this celebratory meeting, the site of
Ge Hekai Hall was prepared, and the pile-driving
test begun. All the members of site survey, architectural design, construction, and supervision
teams, as well as representatives from relevant
government departments
were present for the inspection of the process.
L.-r.: Mr. Phil Connelly, Mr. Frank Wang, and Mr. Ge Hekai during
The first pile was successthe meeting
fully driven in, marking a
attended the event. Also WKU Chairman of Board complete success of the
present was Mr. Ge Hekai, of Directors Mr. Wang groundbreaking ceremothe Chairman of DaFa Beijiao also addressed the ny.
Group and donor of this group, expressing high
Ge Hekai Hall, donated
project. Faculty members hopes and expectations to by the Shanghai DaFa
and students from the Col- all the parties involved in Land Group, is located in
lege of Architecture & De- the project. He called on the gateway area of the
sign and the School of university members to set university. Its south side
Computer Sciences were good examples with their will be facing the main
also invited to witness the effort, transform the do- entrance of the campus
exciting moment.
nation into motivation, and gateway park, and
A project report confer- and work together with all the north side is facing
ence of new building was the design and construc- the central lake. The 5held with WKU Vice Chan- tion companies to build floor building serves for
cellor Dr. Zheng Xiaodong an architectural master- the departments of archichairing this meeting. piece that will be seen as
cont.’d on p.3
During the conference,
architects from Moore
Ruble Yudell Architects &
Planners introduced the
philosophy and intended
design, and Zhongtian
Group demonstrated construction technology and
management model.
WKU Executive Vice
Chancellor Mr. Philip Connelly extended his cordial
appreciation to Mr. Ge
Hekai for his donation.
Architects and faculty during the meeting
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tecture, design and computer sciences. The total
cost of construction is
approximately 150 million
yuan. The project site
covers over 28,000m2,
and its construction area
is 15,992m2. It is projected to be completed by
April 2019.
As the face of Wenzhou-Kean University, the
building’s southern facade has a grand and impressive design which is
complementary with the
environment and the architectures around. The
north side is facing the
central lake, its facade is
designed with the intention of encouraging dynamic and openness in an
asymmetric form.
The lower floors of
classrooms, maker spaces, and labs are organized
into a pattern of spaces
and alleys – an abstract

An exterior view on Ge Hekai Hall

representation of the fabric of a Chinese village or
town. These are corridors, exhibition halls
where students will have
interactions.
On the upper floors,
two opposing wings of
open studio spaces provide laboratories for design, where students can
envision the future and
find solutions to contemporary challenges for China and the world. The
two sets of bar elements

have architectural and
design studios inside,
framing a grand forum at
the center of the College.
Its rotated symmetry
shapes a spiraling vortex
from the lower floors to
the special classrooms in
the upper floors.
Without doubt, the
new building will become
a handsome addition to
the development of the
WKU campus.

The pile-driving test on the site
chosen for the new building
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Greenberg, Charles; Wu, J. Lin; Zhou, Xuyu; Feng, Susan Yutong;
and Chen, Sam Bodong, published “What Roles Do Chinese Health Sciences Libraries Play in Their Nation's Cigarette Smoking Public Health Crisis?”, in: Library Philosophy and Practice (e-journal), Summer 2017, <http://
digitalcommons.unl.edu/libphilprac/1580/>;
Rahman, Md Jahidur, received an "Advanced Educator Award 2016" from
the Wenzhou Government Education Bureau. He also became a Certified
Practicing Accountant (CPA) from the Accounting body of Australia;
Henke, Holger, “Building a World Class Sino-Foreign Institution of Higher
Education: The Example of Wenzhou-Kean University,” presented at the 1st
Higher Education Symposium among Hongkong, Macao and Wenzhou, Wenzhou,
November 24-26, 2017.
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Medical Record (EMR)
System for Regional Clinics and Health Centers in
China.”
The IEEE BIBM has
established itself as the
premier research conference in bioinformatics
and biomedicine. IEEE
BIBM 2017 provides a
leading forum for disseminating the latest research in bioinformatics
and health informatics. It
brings together academics and industrial scientists from computer science, biology, chemistry,
medicine, mathematics
and statistics.
Prior to this, Fu
Xiaoting and Pan Lijun,
2017 graduates of Wenzhou-Kean
University,
once participated in the
2016 IEEE BIBM conference and demonstrated
the EMR system they designed for our university’s clinics. At this conference, Lu Lu and Hu
Sunhao innovated on the
basis of the original EMR
system, and expanded
the local EMR system
into a cloud-based EMR
system.
Based on this new
EMR system, they proposed a recommender
system, featuring both
drug
recommendation

Lu Lu during the presentation

and decision support in
diagnosis. This improvement allows medical data
to no longer be confined
to a single hospital database.
When hospitals
use this system, they
could store their data on
cloud-based
servers,
greatly reducing the cost
of IT maintenance.
In the cloud servers,
research teams could
encrypt the medical data
that does not involve any
personal information and
enable data-mining on
those data. For drug recommendation, the system is able to recommend drugs based on the
popularity of drug utilization. At the same time,
the decision support service in diagnosis occurs
when a doctor diagnoses
a patient.
When the

doctor inputs the patient’s symptoms, the
system gives the doctor
the possible disease options according to the
relevant symptoms to
assist the doctor in order
to decrease the percentage of diagnosis mistakes.
At the same time, the
two students participated
in the conference tour of
Cerner
Corporation’s
headquarter, one of the
major electronic medical
system companies in the
US. Through this visit,
they gained a profound
understanding of the
world's leading electronic
medical system and a lot
of inspiration for the design and application of
their electronic medical
system.
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When your legal verdict will get delivered by
drone to your home within three minutes …
by Holger Henke

Yes, this is a hypothetical
and possibly dystopian
statement, which came
up during a lunch conversation at the recent
Shanghai
American
Chamber of Commerce’s
InnoTech 2017 → 2037
meeting, where we were
discussing how new technologies are already
affecting how work in
different professions is
organized, and how it
more and more pervade During the conference’s panel discussion on Retail & Services
the ways we communi- perhaps is an indication made lean before autocate, make decisions, that the current genera- mation is introduced, as
automate, analyze, pre- tion of robots often still there is no need to autodict, manufacture, con- operates with greater mate wasteful producsume, receive and deliver error margins than the tion steps.
medical care, spend our iconic HAL in Stanley KuIn his keynote speech,
leisure time, and the list brick’s 2001: A Space Od- James Li, founder and
goes on and on …
yssey, and that human CEO of the E.J. McKay
The meeting brought labor and expertise will Group, introduced the
together an interesting therefore not completely audience to current deand diverse group of en- go out of fashion yet. velopment stage of a pertrepreneurs, academics, Still, big data, algorithms, sonalized
jet
(see
service providers, and automated labor, and www.lilium.com) before
representatives from non machines capable of au- discussing the current
-governmental organiza- tonomous learning will penetration of China’s
tions to present and dis- become what the future economy by less futuriscuss new technologies. looks and feels like.
tic technologies such as
To make the point from
The first panel dis- 3D printing, laser techthe beginning, AmCham cussed how manufactur- nology, etc., noting that
Shanghai’s president Ken- ing and end-to-end sup- some components and
neth Jarrett had the first ply chain management foundational (hardware)
few minutes of his Wel- will become increasingly technology is not (yet)
come Address delivered lean and digital. To be dominated by China. In
by a robot. That the ro- kept in mind, however, is terms of an economic
bot kept babbling on a bit – as General Electric’s strategy he advised that
after Mr. Jarrett resumed (China) Steve Meszaros there is no need to reinspeaking himself, hu- pointed out – that promored the audience, and duction first should be
cont.’d on p.6

“He who
asks is a
fool for
five
minutes,
but he
who does
not ask
remains a
fool
forever.”
Chinese proverb
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Dr. Henke (2nd from left) in discussion with AmCham Shanghai’s
president Kenneth Jarrett (l.), and the keynote speaker James Li
(2nd from right).
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vent the wheel. Thus, he
posited that “If you can’t
wait, skip + leapfrog
it” (i.e., the development
of certain basic technologies such as microchips).
As he pointed out, two
additional maxims are
advised: 1) If you can’t
make it, buy it” and 2) “If
you can’t wait, invest in
it.” Both these developmental strategies are already in full evidence as
Chinese investors and
companies are in the
midst of a buying and
investment spree comparable to that of Japan in
the last quarter of the
past century.
Interestingly, Mr. Li
also pointed out – correctly – that Industrie 4.0
technologies are not favorites of investment
capital in the United
States, which is therefore
liable to fall further behind China and Europe in

these cutting edge technologies crucial for a vibrant 21st century economy. Finally, the focus
China is placing on big
data is appropriate, as
autonomous
machine
learning – possibly the
most defining feature of
the Industrie 4.0 development – is driven by data
collection and analysis
(software) rather than by
development of hardware. However, the relevance of these developments for further investment in and an increasing
interdisciplinary deployment of the WKU MakerSpace should be selfevident, as our students
need to be fully aware of
and conversant with all
these new technologies
and how they may impact each of their respective majors.
The following panel on
Retail & Services empha-

sized that while new retail strategies such as
online shops (where companies such as Amazon
and Alibaba are redefining sales), development
of drones etc. are becoming more and more critical in the way sales and
the consumer experience
are organized, human
labor is not likely to become (entirely) replaced,
but as in the case of past
industrial revolutions will
likely be transformed and
require new skills and job
knowledge. Quantitative
skills, mathematical competency, computer coding etc. will thus become
even more important
aspects to the 21st century labor force in their
production floor activities, for services and strategic decisions, and these
will increasingly be guided by machine- and algorithm-driven data.
As
the
abovementioned lunch conversation with an employee
of a Shanghai legal firm
showed, this trend is becoming evident even in
fields where just a few
short years ago professionals considered themselves immune to these
developments. Thus, as
there are now machines
actually combing through
legal texts searching for
certain key terms in order to classify and procont.’d on p.7
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Congratulations, Dr. Mousavi!
Mohammad

Mahdi
Mousavi, assistant professor of finance, has successfully defended his
Ph.D. in Finance from the
University of Edinburgh.
His dissertation topic was

“Design and Performance
Evaluation of Bankruptcy
Prediction Models.” His
course of study was fully
funded by the College of
Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences of the Uni-

versity of Edinburgh and
the Ministry of Science
and Technology of Iran.
Congratulations, Dr.
Mousavi!

Dr. Mohammed Mahdi Mousavi
cont.’d from p.6, AmCham Conference on Technology

vide analytical information.
As the following panel
on Health & Lifestyle
(subtitled: Dr. Robot) brilliantly discussed, there is
actually a potential for
greater empowerment of
the individual embedded
in technologies that may
in future dispense of the
pharmacy and medical
care as we know it today,
and where patients may
actually be turned into
their own physician,
thereby taking greater
ownership and responsibility in their short-term
recuperation or longterm care. In the process, our (particularly in
the West) attitudes to
privacy and our relationship to data-collection
may actually change. As
Kerry Blanchard (Eli Lilly’s
Senior VP, China External
Innovation) argued, big
data may eventually become so vast and ubiquitous that in the end the
concept
of
privacy
equates to hiding an
(individual) book in a library rather than in a less

obvious place.
Still, as the last panel
(on Social Impacts & The
Future of Humanity) also
briefly discussed, new
critical (legal) questions –
for example, about who
owns the data, who has
access to it, where it is
stored, what securities
exist, how individuals and
vulnerable
subpopulations are effectively protected against misuse and theft of private
information, and how
individual and social
rights and expectations
(e.g., privacy, public safety, private and public
health) relate to each
other in the age of big
data
and
machinelearning – abound and
need to be resolved and
regulated at national and,
no doubt, international
levels.
As ever so often – and
sadly! – when new discoveries or technologies
revolutionize everyday
life, this critically important conversation will
probably lag behind the
(rapid) advances in what

becomes technologically
possible (and, therefore,
practice), and eventually
be driven by after-thefact revelation of abuses
and misappropriation, or
even the open weaponization of these technologies, resulting in structural and real violence. Our
current political and social dispensation giving
rise to fake news and
“alternative facts” is likely to make this dynamic
even more dismal than in
years past, when public
discourse used to be
more civil, less partisan,
and somewhat more intelligent and responsible.
So, let’s think about –
and regulate – whether
we want our pizza delivered by a drone as desperately as the policeman
or judge be a chip embedded in our car or implanted under our skin,
or the military privy to
algorithms
recognizing
our face.
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Wenzhou-Kean University is a Chinese-American jointly established high-

er education institution with independent legal person status and limited liabilities. The 500-acre campus is located in Wenzhou, in the
Zhejiang Province of the People's Republic of China. It went into full operation in 2014.
Wenzhou-Kean University

88 Daxue Rd., Ouhai,
Wenzhou
Zhejiang Province
China 325060
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OAANews@wku.edu.cn
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